SINGLE CLICK SUPPORT FOR CURRICULUM

At the click of a button, a student is connected with a live expert or teacher along with the resource the student is viewing. The student and the expert both have the same learning resource in a shared environment and the expert is able to help the student. After the live learning session, the student returns back to self-learning mode and continues with the original sequence.
SINGLE-CLICK SUPPORT FOR CURRICULUM

BACKGROUND

Students of e-learning face much frustration when they come across a topic they are not able to understand. The e-learning system may provide animations, audio and video support to explain a concept. In spite of these different features, the student may still be stuck, unable to follow a topic or concept and is ready to give up on further learning. The invention described here provides a feature for instant human support at the click of a button on the e-learning system.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

A better understanding of the present invention will be realized from the detailed description that follows, taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 is an exemplary E-learning system.

Figs. 2-20 are exemplary illustrations of display screen images in accordance with one or more aspects of the present disclosure.

Fig. 21 is an E-learning system according to an exemplary aspect of the present disclosure.

Fig. 22 is a flow chart showing exemplary steps for implementing one aspect of the present disclosure.

Fig. 23 is a block diagram showing an E-learning system interfacing with a server according to one exemplary aspect of the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

At the click of a button, the student is connected with a live expert or teacher along with the resource (be it an animation or a page or a video or audio) the student is viewing (or reading). The student and the expert both have the same learning resource in a shared environment and the expert is able to help the student. After the live learning session, the student returns back to self-learning mode and continues with the original sequence.

The invention described here offers live human support at the point of failure (during self directed e-learning) and helps a student continue further in the e-learning program. The state of the e-learning system (choices made by a student during self-learning) is also maintained during the switch from self-learning to shared learning with a human subject matter expert. Upon completion of the help session, the student is returned to the original spot in the self-learning program.
Figure 1 illustrates the state of the art, self-directed e-learning systems. Figures 2 through 6 describe typical self-directed learning in current e-learning systems. Figures 7 through 11 demonstrate the one click instant access to a human expert for additional help via a shared learning framework. Figure 12 illustrates the archives of such help sessions.

Figures 13 through 15 illustrate how state information (choices made by a student) during self-learning mode are preserved and used in the shared learning mode with an expert human teacher.

Figures 16 through 20 illustrate the invention with examples from a typical introductory level course in Reading comprehension. These figures use both text and activity based learning examples.

Figure 21, similar in nature to Figure 1 illustrates the key features of the invention.

Figure 1 - Current state of the art E-learning systems. Users consume "lessons" (audio, video, animation, text and other resources) in some sequential manner. The flow of lessons may incorporate quizzes and assessment to adjust the sequence of topics/lessons.

Figure 2 - Illustrates a student logging into an e-learning system. Top right box shows the login fields.

Figure 3 - The list of topics (which may be adjusted based on assessment results) for a subject (in this case English) are shown. Students typically follow such a sequence in all e-learning systems.

Figure 4 - List of topics for Math are shown. This list is representative of the scope and sequence followed in current state of the art e-learning systems. The learning sessions may involve interacting with animations, text, quiz/practice problems or viewing video files or listening to audio files.

Figure 5 - Shows the flow of learning for a given topic. In this figure, student going through a problem (or assessment) is illustrated. On the top left, one can see numbers 1 through 4 signifying that there are 4 problems in this exercise and that the learner is on the first problem.

Figure 6 - Student is at exercise 3 in a particular lesson module. Student is assumed to be unable to proceed further in the exercise and needs additional help. Current e-learning systems may provide access to video/audio resources to help the student. In the invention described here, the student clicks the "Live Tutoring" button on the top right. (First in a series of 3 buttons on the top right).
Figure 7 - Students clicking of "live tutoring" button (shown in Figure 6) connects a student with a live subject matter expert / teacher / tutor. The figure above shows a student connecting with a teacher. David is the name of this particular student.

Figure 8 - The "learning resource" the student was working on in the "self-learning" mode is now shared between the tutor and student, hi this shared learning space, student and tutor can discuss the lesson topic or resource. The chat window shows initial interaction between the tutor and student. The learning resource the student was working on in the self-learning mode is on the whiteboard underneath the chat window.

Figure 9 - Further discussion of the topic between tutor/student. Both are able to write (or manipulate) further on the learning resource. Whatever choice the student had made (clicking on the third button) in the self-learning mode is saved and is also used in the shared learning space between the student and the subject matter expert. Through this, the stand-alone learning resource form a self-learning mode becomes a "shared resource" between a learner and the expert (at the click of a button). Now both are able to annotate or "discuss" the topic further.

Figure 10 - Further discussion of the topic between the student and the subject matter expert.

Figure 11 - after the discussion, the student is able to "terminate" the shared session with an expert by clicking the "leave" button (left menu item) and return to self-learning mode. The student is returned to the spot where the student was in the scope and sequence of the course/curriculum.

Figure 12 - The live and shared learning session with an expert becomes a part of the list of topics associated with a subject. The student may later access such archived sessions for further review. In the archived mode, the student can review the interactions with the expert, but is not connected to the expert.

Figure 13 - A simulation based learning resource is shown as part of a curriculum sequence. Student may manipulate and experiment with the interactive controls and set different parameters for the simulation.

Figure 14 - At the click of the live support button, student gets connected to the tutor (subject matter expert). The state of the simulation, i.e., inputs set by the student are preserved and the such inputs are part of the shared learning with the tutor. The interactions between the student and the learning module/quiz are saved and the used during shared learning mode.
Figure 15 - Shared manipulation of the learning resources by student and the tutor during the live help sessions.

Figure 16 - A typical reading comprehension related curriculum is shown. It consists of hands-on interactive learning activities and comprehension quizzes. In the self-learning mode, a student can go through text (and answer questions associated with the text) and also work on the activities.

Figure 17 - Normal progression in self-learning mode. Student is in question six on a reading comprehension exercise.

Figure 18 - Upon clicking the button "Live Tutoring", the lesson the student was working on in self-learning mode (Fig 16) along with the choices the student may have made are placed in a shared learning space (whiteboard) with a live tutor. The tutor and student interactively discuss the questions further.

Figure 19 - An interactive learning activity in self-learning mode. Students are supposed to try the activity on their own. They can try different selections associated with the activity, in this example, a student may click on different boxes (words).

Figure 20 - Upon clicking the "Live Tutoring" button by a student (in self-learning mode), the activity is transferred from self-learning mode to shared learning with an expert tutor. The choices a student had made in the activity are preserved and used in the shared learning space.

Figure 21 - Summary description of the human expert help integrated e-learning system. Student learns in self-learning mode and is able to get help when such help is desired.

Figure 22 is an exemplary flow chart showing exemplary steps taken when implementing the subject matter of this disclosure.

Figure 23 is a block diagram showing an E-learning system interfacing with a server.

In one exemplary aspect, the present disclosure is directed to an interactive e-learning system. The system includes one or more internet or other network connected computing server systems having a collection of multi-media lessons, quizzes, additional learning resources and a learning management system. The system also includes a student computer station for use by a student desiring e-learning in a specific subject matter. The student computer station communicates with the computing server system through the internet or other computer network. The learning management system generates instruction on the specific subject matter stored within the computer server system for the student. The computer server system and the learning
management system are capable of interacting with the student in a two-way conversational mode.

In some aspects, the memory stores information on a learning module for coursework for which the student is going through e-learning. In some aspects, the student computer station communicates via the Internet to communicate with the computing server system. In some aspects, the subject matter is associated with a specific curriculum. The specific curriculum may includes multimedia learning modules and other problems associated with a course load. The problems and an associated step-by-step teaching module solution are stored within the learning management system.

In some aspects, the e-learning system also includes means for communicating with a live subject matter expert. The live subject matter expert may provide instruction on the specified subject matter. The means for communicating with a live subject matter expert may include a whiteboard providing real-time communication of both textual and non-textual contents. The virtual whiteboard may be simultaneously viewable and modifiable by both the student and subject matter expert.

In some aspects, the computing server system includes an interface module for interfacing with the student through the student computer station. In some aspects, the learning management system provides feedback on tasks completed by the student.

In another exemplary aspect, the present disclosure is directed to a method of providing an interactive e-learning session to a student in a specific subject matter. The method may include the steps of initiating contact with a computing system by a student via a student computer station. The computing server system has a learning management system and a memory storing information on the specific subject matter. The method may include the steps of selecting a specific subject matter for which the student needs e-learning, querying by the student on a specific problem or question on the specific subject matter, and responding by the computing server system by generating a teaching module on the specific problem or question on the specific subject matter. The method also may include engaging in a two-way conversation between the computing server system and the student on the specific problem or question on the specific subject matter.

In some aspects, the specific subject matter includes reference materials from a specific course curriculum. The specific course curriculum can include multimedia learning modules, problems and questions, the multimedia learning modules, problems, questions and solutions
being managed by the learning management system. The computing system provides e-learning on a specific problem or question queried by the student.

In some aspects, the method also includes the steps of requesting by the student additional support from a live subject matter expert, connecting a live subject matter expert with the student by the computing system, and help by the live subject matter expert to the student.

In some aspects, the student communicates with the live subject matter expert utilizing a whiteboard to communicate both textual and non-textual content.

In some aspects, the learning module or quiz or learning resource the student was working on prior to initiating the communication with the subject matter expert is automatically placed on the shared learning space or whiteboard between the student and the subject matter expert.

In some aspects, the status of the learning module or quiz or learning resource the student was working on prior to initiating the communication with the subject matter expert are captured and the status information of the learning module, or quiz or learning resource is automatically placed on the shared whiteboard between the student and the subject matter expert.

In some aspects, the e-learning system includes means for archiving a session and any associated data conducted between the student, the subject matter expert and the computing server system.

In some aspects, the interactive e-learning system further comprises means for taking the student back to the original module in the curriculum and in self e-learning mode upon completion of the help session with a subject matter expert.

Although a selected embodiment has been illustrated and described, it should be understood that a variety of substitutions and alterations are possible without departing from the spirit and scope of the present invention, as defined by the claims that follow.
I CLAIM:
1. An interactive e-learning system, the system comprising: one or more internet connected computing server systems having a collection of multi-media lessons, quizzes, additional learning resources and a learning management system; and a student computer station for use by a student desiring e-learning in a specific subject matter, the student computer station communicating with the computing server system through the internet or other computer network; the learning management system generating instruction on the specific subject matter stored within the computer server system for the student, the computer server system and the learning management system capable of interacting with the student in a two-way conversational mode.

2. The interactive e-learning system of claim 1 wherein the memory stores information on a learning module for coursework for which the student is going through e-learning.

3. The interactive e-learning system of claim 1 wherein the student computer station communicates via the Internet to communicate with the computing server system.

4. The interactive e-learning system of claim 1 wherein the subject matter is associated with a specific curriculum.

5. The interactive e-learning system of claim 4 wherein the specific curriculum includes multimedia learning modules and other problems associated with a course load, the problems and an associated step-by-step teaching module solution being stored within the learning management system.

6. The interactive e-learning system of claim 1 further comprising: means for communicating with a live subject matter expert, the live subject matter expert providing instruction on the specified subject matter.

7. The interactive tutorial system of claim 6 wherein the means for communicating with a live subject matter expert includes a whiteboard providing real-time communication of both textual and non-textual contents.
8. The interactive e-learning system of claim 1 wherein the computing server system includes an interface module for interfacing with the student through the student computer station.

9. The interactive tutorial system of claim 1 wherein the learning management system provides feedback on tasks completed by the student.

10. A method of providing an interactive e-learning session to a student in a specific subject matter, the method comprising the steps of: initiating contact with a computing system by a student via a student computer station, the computing server system having learning management system and a memory storing information on the specific subject matter; selecting a specific subject matter for which the student needs e-learning; querying by the student on a specific problem or question on the specific subject matter; responding by the computing server system by generating a teaching module on the specific problem or question on the specific subject matter; and engaging in a two-way conversation between the computing server system and the student on the specific problem or question on the specific subject matter.

11. The method of providing an interactive e-learning session to a student in a specific subject matter of claim 10 wherein the specific subject matter includes reference materials from a specific course curriculum.

12. The method of providing an interactive e-learning session to a student in a specific subject matter of claim 11 wherein: the specific course curriculum includes multimedia learning modules, problems and questions, the multimedia learning modules, problems, questions and solutions being managed by the learning management system; and the computing system providing e-learning on a specific problem or question queried by the student.

13. The method of providing an interactive e-learning session to a student in a specific subject matter of claim 10 further comprising the steps of: requesting by the student additional support from a live subject matter expert; connecting a live subject matter expert with the student by the computing system; and help by the live subject matter expert to the student.
14. The method of providing an interactive e-learning session to a student in a specific subject matter of claim 13 wherein the student communicates with the live subject matter expert utilizing a whiteboard to communicate both textual and non-textual contents.

15. The method of providing an interactive e-learning session to a student in a specific subject matter of claim 13 wherein the learning module or quiz or learning resource the student was working on prior to initiating the communication with the subject matter expert is automatically placed on the shared learning space or whiteboard between the student and the subject matter expert.

16. The method of providing an interactive e-learning session to a student in a specific subject matter of claim 13 wherein the status of the learning module or quiz or learning resource the student was working on prior to initiating the communication with the subject matter expert are captured and the status information of the learning module, or quiz or learning resource is automatically placed on the shared whiteboard between the student and the subject matter expert.

17. The interactive e-learning system of claim 13 further comprising means for archiving a session and any associated data conducted between the student, the subject matter expert and the computing server system.

18. The interactive e-learning system of claim 13 further comprising means for taking the student back to the original module in the curriculum and in self e-learning mode upon completion of the help session with a subject matter expert.
AMENDED CLAIMS
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1. An interactive e-learning system, the system comprising:
   one or more internet connected computing server systems having a collection of multi-media
   lessons, quizzes, additional learning resources and a learning management system; and
   a student computer station for use by a student desiring e-learning in a specific subject matter,
   the student computer station communicating with the computing server system through the
   internet or other computer network;
   the learning management system generating instruction on the specific subject matter stored
   within the computer server system for the student, the computer server system and the learning
   management system capable of interacting with the student in a two-way conversational mode in response
   to a single-click selection available in the teaching module, the learning management system comprising:
   means for requesting additional support from a live subject matter expert in response to the
   single-click selection;
   means for initiating a connection between the live subject matter expert and the student by the
   computing system in response to the single-click selection; and
   means for capturing the status of the learning module or quiz or learning resource the student was
   working on prior to initiating the communication with the subject matter expert in response to the single-
   click selection; and
   means for automatically placing the captured status information of the learning module, or quiz or
   learning resource in a shared learning environment between the student and the subject matter expert in
   response to the single-click selection.

2. The interactive e-learning system of claim 1 wherein the memory stores information on a learning
   module for coursework for which the student is going through e-learning.

3. The interactive e-learning system of claim 1 wherein the student computer station communicates
   via the Internet to communicate with the computing server system,

4. The interactive e-learning system of claim 1 wherein the subject matter is associated with a
   specific curriculum.

5. The interactive e-learning system of claim 4 wherein the specific curriculum includes multimedia
   learning modules and other problems associated with a course load, the problems and an associated step-
   by-step teaching module solution being stored within the learning management system.
6. The interactive e-learning system of claim 1 further comprising: means for communicating with a live subject matter expert, the live subject matter expert providing instruction on the specified subject matter.

7. The interactive tutorial system of claim 6 wherein the means for communicating with a live subject matter expert includes a whiteboard providing real-time communication of both textual and non-textual contents.

8. The interactive e-learning system of claim 1 wherein the computing server system includes an interface module for interfacing with the student through the student computer station.

9. The interactive tutorial system of claim 1 wherein the learning management system provides feedback on tasks completed by the student.

10. A method of providing an interactive e-learning session to a student in a specific subject matter, the method comprising the steps of:

   initiating contact with a computing system by a student via a student computer station, the computing server system having learning management system and a memory storing information on the specific subject matter;

   selecting a specific subject matter for which the student needs e-learning;

   querying by the student on a specific problem or question on the specific subject matter;

   responding by the computing server system by generating a teaching module on the specific problem or question on the specific subject matter; and

   in response to single-dick selection available in the teaching module:

   requesting by the student additional support from a live subject matter expert;

   connecting a live subject matter expert with the student by the computing system; and

   capturing the status of the learning module or quiz or learning resource the student was working on prior to initiating the communication with the subject matter expert; and

   automatically placing the captured status information of the learning module, or quiz or learning resource in a shared learning space between the student and the subject matter expert

   help by the live subject matter expert to the student;

   engaging in a two-way conversation between the computing server system and the student on the specific problem or question on the specific subject matter.

11. The method of providing an interactive e-learning session to a student in a specific subject matter of claim 10 wherein the specific subject matter includes reference materials from a specific course.
12. The method of providing an interactive e-learning session to a student in a specific subject matter of claim 11 wherein: the specific curriculum includes multimedia learning modules, problems and questions, the multimedia learning modules, problems, questions and solutions being managed by the learning management system; and the computing system providing e-learning on a specific problem or question queried by the student.

13. The method of providing an interactive e-learning session to a student in a specific subject matter of claim 10 wherein the shared learning space between the student and the live subject matter expert comprises a whiteboard to communicate both textual and non-textual contents.

14. The method of providing an interactive e-learning session to a student in a specific subject matter of claim 10 wherein the learning module or quiz or learning resource the student was working on prior to initiating the communication with the subject matter expert is automatically placed on the shared learning space between the student and the subject matter expert.

15. The method of providing an interactive e-learning session to a student in a specific subject matter of claim 10 further comprising means for archiving a session and any associated data conducted between the student, the subject matter expert and the computing server system.

16. The method of providing an interactive e-learning session to a student in a specific subject matter of claim 10 further comprising means for taking the student back to the original module in the curriculum and in self e-learning mode upon completion of the help session with a subject matter expert.
Socratic Academy is a leading provider of live tutor integrated assessment and learning solutions for students in grades 4 through high school.

Instant Live Help
Frustration free, failure free and drop out free learning system.

Live Help Integrated
Math, Language Arts, Reading, Writing, Science and Test Prep Academies.

- Highly engaging for all students
- Web based, accessible anywhere
- Research and State Standards based

Through its unique Instant Live Help feature, Socratic Academy eliminates frustration that students face when using online e-learning systems. When students come across a difficult question or topic and there is no help, students often feel frustrated and quit the program. With Socratic Academy, at the click of a button, students can connect with highly qualified and experienced live tutors instantly. The Instant Live Help enables all students to master even the most difficult concepts and progress forward.

"The Instant Help is an instant hit with my students. They can not wait to log on to the system, there is always someone on the other end to help them with difficult topics. The students love the one-on-one help. The tutors provide much needed help and assistance in the classroom."

Mrs. Bergman, Chicago
**FCAT**

- Please select a subject by clicking on the corresponding tab.
- Click on the modules listed under the column Topic (lessons/activities may only be accessed in the sequence listed).
- At any time, you may click the Live Tutoring button (on the top of the page) to connect to a live tutor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Math</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>No.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Topic</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Narrative text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Analyze words or text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Other Question Types (Demo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Making an Inference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Detail of facts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Main idea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Context clues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Methods of development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Elements of Plot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Authors point of view</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Authors Purpose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Comparison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Contrast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Cause and effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Analyze or evaluate information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Validity or reliability of information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Synthesize information</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 3*
FCAT

- Please select a subject by clicking on the corresponding tab.
- Click on the modules listed under the column Topic (lessons/activities may only be accessed in the sequence listed).
- At any time, you may click the Live Tutoring button (on the top of the page) to connect to a live tutor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Math</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S No</td>
<td>Topic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Patterns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Patterns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Relative size of numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Equivalent forms of numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Determining effects of multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Properties of numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Word problems involving arithmet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Application of estimation strate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Area and perimeter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Arc length and angle measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Rate, distance and time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Application of direct and indirect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Polygons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Congruency and similarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Pythagorean theorem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Properties of geometric figures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Planar cross section</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4

- Casey collected 7 stamps on the first day, 14 stamps on the 2nd day, 28 stamps on the 3rd day and 56 stamps on the 4th day. If this pattern continues, how many stamps will she collect on the 7th day?
  - 112
  - 224
  - 448
  - 896

Figure 5
Tim's grandmother planned to give money to her seven grandchildren. She decided to give the money in the order $7, $7, $14, $21, $35, ..., starting from the youngest to the oldest. How much money did she give to the two older grandchildren?

- $35, $58
- $42, $56
- $46, $81
- $56, $91

Figure 6

Username: david has joined the session.
Name: David Davis
Grade: 10th
Organization: FCAT Demo
School District: FCAT
Last Session Number: None Found
Number of Learners: 2

Figure 7
Tim's grandmother planned to give money to her seven grandchildren. She decided to give the money in the order $7, $7, $14, $21, $35, $42, $56, $56, $91, starting from the youngest to the oldest. How much money did she give to the two oldest grandchildren?

How did you get the 3rd option as your answer?
I couldn't find the answer. Because $7 appears twice. So, I am totally confused.

Don't worry. Let me help you to solve this one. Thanks

You are most welcome.

Let us start our discussion on the next board.

Ok

Figure 9
Tim's grandmother planned to give money to her seven grandchildren. She decided to give the money in the order $7, $7, $14, $21, $35, ... starting from the youngest to the oldest. How much money did she give to the two older grandchildren?

Have you understood the question?
  yeah need to find the share of two grandchildren
  Ok. Are they younger or older?
  older

What is the order in which the money was given?
  $7, $7, $14, $21, $35, ... 

What is the order of the youngest grandchildren?
  7  Good. Please try to mention the units.
  Sorry it should be $7
  That's ok.

| $7 | $7 | $14 | $21 | $35 |

These numbers form a sequence.

Is this clear? Yes

It is also given that the money is given in the order starting from the youngest to the oldest.

Do you see it?
  yes  Ok.

Figure 10

Are you sure?

Yes

No

So, the next term is the sum of the two preceding terms.

Please find the next term of $35 in the sequence.
  next term after $35 = $21 + $35 = $56
  Perfect!!!

Similarly, find the next term of $56 in the sequence.
  $35 + $56 = $91

Have you understood?
  Yes, thanks for ur help.

Got to go. Oh, ok, u too. Bye

Have a nice time :) . Bye

Figure 11
FCAT

- Please select a subject by clicking on the corresponding tab.
- Click on the modules listed under the column Topic (lessons/activities may only be accessed in the sequence listed).
- At any time, you may click the Live Tutoring button (on the top of the page) to connect to a live tutor.

**Table**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Math</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Patterns</td>
<td>In progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Patterns</td>
<td>Yet to start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Relative size of numbers</td>
<td>Yet to start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Equivalent forms of numbers</td>
<td>Yet to start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Determining effects of multiple</td>
<td>Yet to start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Properties of numbers</td>
<td>Yet to start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Word problems involving arithmetic</td>
<td>Yet to start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Application of estimation strategy</td>
<td>Yet to start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Area and perimeter</td>
<td>Yet to start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Arc length and angle measures</td>
<td>Yet to start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Rate, distance and time</td>
<td>Yet to start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Application of direct and indirect</td>
<td>Yet to start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Polygons</td>
<td>Yet to start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Congruency and similarity</td>
<td>Yet to start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Pythagorean theorem</td>
<td>Yet to start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Properties of geometric figures</td>
<td>Yet to start</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Score:** 21978

---

**Figure 12**

**Figure 13**
We can change the shape of the pool by clicking on one of the three options - rectangular, Stepped, and Sloping. OK.

Now, place the cursor on the red dot and drag it. Click on the 'Play button' to play the simulation.

Can you please try this now? Sure.

Have you understood how it works? Yes.

Height vs Time

The rate at which the water flows into the tank is the same for all the three cases (Rectangular, Stepped, and Sloping). OK.

By looking at the pool, you can understand that the width of the pool keeps changing that would affect the rate at which the tanks filled with water. OK.
Figure 16

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S No.</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Last worked on</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>In progress</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Character Description (Activity)</td>
<td>Yet to start</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Reading Comprehension - Part II</td>
<td>Yet to start</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Literal and Figurative Sentences (Activity)</td>
<td>Yet to start</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Reading Comprehension - Part III</td>
<td>Yet to start</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Sequence (Activity)</td>
<td>Yet to start</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Reading Comprehension - Part IV</td>
<td>Yet to start</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Main Idea (Activity)</td>
<td>Yet to start</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Conclusion</td>
<td>Yet to start</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 17

Let's continue to read.

3. During this long journey a baby boy was born. His name was Thomas Jefferson Pickett. He was a free spirited young'un. But he wasn't free-born into slavery, he had to wake when his master said wake, work when his master said work, sleep when his master said sleep.

4. On the Texas plains Thomas grew up learning to brand cattle and saving a literal.

How did the Picketts come to live in the Southwest?

- Thomas Pickett was a free spirited young'un, and so his family settled in Texas.
- Thomas learned to brand cattle on the Texas plains, and so his family settled in Texas.
- The Picketts worked for the white folks, and so they settled in Texas.
- The Picketts came to live as the slaves of those 'Loyal Americans' who moved to Texas in 1836.
Let's continue to read.

enslaved people were declared free— as free as the bluebonnet blossoms that covered the Texas prairie.

6. Thomas married a woman named Mary Virginia Elizabeth Gilbert. They settled with other freed slaves at Jenks-Branch, a small community just north of Austin, Texas. Heaven blessed Thomas and Mary with thirteen children.

How did the Picketts come to live in the Southwest? I'm afraid it's incorrect.

a. Thomas Pickett was a free spirited young'un, and so his family settled in Texas.

b. Thomas learned to brand cattle on the Texas plains, and so his family settled in Texas.

c. The Picketts worked for the white folks, and so they settled in Texas.

The Picketts came to live as the slaves of those "Eager Americans" who moved to Texas in 1845.

Did they come to the Southwest willingly? No. How did they go there? They went there along with their masters. Yes, you are right!

Were they forced to come to Texas? Yes. Who did they come to Texas with? With their white masters.

Now, look for the option that answers the questions 'how' and 'why' the Picketts came to Texas, please.
Here is a great activity to help you understand character descriptions. Match the sentence with the word that conveys the right feeling.

**Jenni talks on the phone to all her friends.**

Which of the given words is a synonym of "mad"?
I got it I guess.

Here we see Jack doing three different chores, and all are difficult ones.
Yes
The stress is more on how much work Jack does.
Ok

What kind of a person would do a lot of work (at a stretch)?

**Leader**
**Happy**
**Athletic**
**Mean**
**Helpful**
**Friendly**
**Bossy**
**Determined**

Do you think a lazy person will prefer stairs to elevators? No
Then, the person has to be active?
To take the stairs.

How will you feel if you go to a movie and don't feel interested in watching the movie? Great going!
Let's continue on the next board.

---

**Figure 20**

---

**Figure 21**
An user consumes resources (lessons) in a self-paced e-learning system. The learning resource may be a video, audio, animation, work-sheet, or other resource. The E-learning system incorporates a sequence (curriculum) for the delivery of lessons and keeps track of the user’s progress.

Learning Resource presented to the user incorporates a “clickable” or “interactable” area or button. I.e., the learning resource along with an “encoded” one-click instant-support button is presented to the user.

User encounters difficulty or otherwise simply desires additional help or support. Clicks on the “one-click instant-support” button.

The “state” of the user’s interactions with the learning resource along with the learning resource are connected to an expert.

While establishing the connection, the server sends learning resource info, user info, the state of user/resource info to the expert. When the one-click, instant support button is encoded, it keeps track of all such information.

Shared expert help mode – user / expert interact with each other and also with the learning resource. Expert offers additional help or guidance to the user. Expert may introduce additional resources.

Upon termination of the shared session with the expert, the user goes back to the original sequence and continues in self-learning mode.

The help session is archived for easy access and presented along with the self-learning mode e-learning material.

Figure 22
Figure 23
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